MOVE WITH ME!
All animals have different ways to get around. This is called locomotion. Humans use their arms and legs, or even sometimes
tools, to get around. Learn what adaptations can be seen in the way other animals move. Try it! Can move just like they do?

FAMILIAR FRIENDS
As you move through the Aquarium, see if you can spot these animals. Watch them and then try moving like they do!

AMERICAN CROW

SANDBAR SHARK

GREEN TREE FROGS

Crows use both their legs and their wings
to hop, walk, and fly!

Sharks use their caudal (tail) fin to push
against water, bending their bodies side to
side, to propel themselves forward. How
do you swim? Try using just your back and
legs, moving like a shark.

Frogs have very strong back legs that
allow them to walk and hop around. Try
just hopping to get around. Is it easy?

ADHESIVE AMIGOS
To be adhesive means to have the ability to stick to surfaces, which these critters do!

KNOBBED WHELK

ANEMONE

PURPLE URCHIN

Knobbed whelks use a single large
mucous covered muscular foot to
move around and stick to surfaces.

Anemones can change the stickiness
of the mucous covering their foot while
also generating muscular waves to
slowly move around.

Purple urchins attach to surfaces and
drag themselves around by using their
tube feet which have suction cup discs
at the ends.

AN UNDULATING UNIVERSE
Undulation is the process of moving in a wave-like motion. Can you undulate?

EASTERN RAT SNAKE

MORAY EEL

ATLANTIC RAY

Eastern rat snakes move by lateral (side to
side) undulation, contracting the muscles
beginning from the head and moving the
body in an s-shape. This movement allows
them to crawl, swim and even climb trees!

Moray eels use vertical undulation (or
anguilliform locomotion), where the body
moves like the ripples of a flag allowing
the eel to move forward and backwards
when swimming.

Atlantic rays use the muscles in their
pectoral fins to undulate, creating
beautiful ripples along the sides of their
body as they move along the ocean floor.

ODD ORGANISMS
These critters don’t move like you might think. Try to find them in their aquarium habitats.

JELLIES

SUMMER FLOUNDER

HORSESHOE CRAB

Jellies commonly allow the ocean
current to just carry them along.
However, they also move using jet
propulsion. By pulling water into their
bells and pushing it out rapidly, they
can move in specific directions.

Summer flounders aren’t like most fish.
While they use their tail fin to propel them
forward, they also swim horizontally. That’s
why they are nicknamed side swimmers.

Horseshoe crabs have five pairs of legs for
moving along the beach and shore. But
did you know they can also swim? They
use their book gills and their legs to move
through the water while upside down!

